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Variety of timeless R  B and easy listening classics 12 MP3 Songs URBAN/R&B: Rhythm  Blues, POP:

70's Pop Details: Keith Dotson Biography Hometown: Toledo, Ohio Keith was born the seventh child of

fourteen siblings. The Dotson Family was gifted with the sound of music and many beautiful voices. The

newest generation of Dotsons brings Keiths nephew, Chester Lyfe Jennings with his lyrical experiences

of lifes sometimes harsh realities. Keiths love to sing and entertain began at age 5. In his childhood years,

Keith sang with Gospel Highlights in Toledo, OH and Evereadys in Pontiac, MI. He continued his singing

career as a one time winner in Spotlight Entertainment. Today, Keith performs in Ohio and Michigan at

nightclubs, private parties, casinos, country clubs and public events. Has performed at many

distinguished and prominent parties such as: 2005 Motor City Bowl 2005 Detroit Winter Festival Mayoral

candidate Freman Hendricks election event Mayor Jack Ford, Toledo OH Mayor Carty Finkbeiner,

Toledo, OH Mayor Kwame Kilpatrick, Detroit, MI Mayor Dennis Archer, Detroit, MI Opening acts for: Carl

Carlton, The Floaters, Four Mints, The Whispers, Weird Al and Sinbad. Keith Dotson performs as a solo

artist; as well as with other musicians and vocalists as Keith Dotson  Co. Keith is the letter K of KGB, a

very popular group of five artists performing in the Ohio and Michigan area. Their Motown oldies sound,

colorful matching suits and energetic dance moves will bring a crowd to their feet dancing every time.

Keith self-published a collection of KGB sounds on CD. Keith Dotson with KGB. Although he enjoys

singing all types of music, the Motown and R  B sound captures and compliments his emotional and

energetic self. Keith is working on his newest CD release which will display his original sound. He

uniquely blends Motown and R  B with his own sound and style. His originality grows on you with every

play.
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